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Open Cultural Center (OCC) is an organization
formed by volunteers in 2016 that carries out
both educational and cultural programs with
refugees and migrants currently living in
Barcelona, Spain, or in camps in Greece.
MigraCode is a program of Open Cultural Center.

Some background



What do we do?

"Education is the most powerful
weapon which you can use to change
the world." - Nelson Mandela 

Coding for any migrant/refugee
who doesn't have egual access to
the labour market, to improve
diversity and inclusion, and to fill
the tech skill gap



Pakistan: 
20.000+ people
Morocco, Colombia, Honduras, Peru, Venezuela:
All more than 10.000

Also large migrant communities from Argentina, other African
countries, Eastern Europe and other Latin countries

Why, in BCN?



COMMUNITY
BUILDING

LABOUR
INSERTION

OPEN
EDUCATION

ADDITIONAL
SUPPORT

The four pillars of MigraCode



99%
online education in
response to Covid19

All our classes
One-to-one sessions

Team meetings
Final projects

Additional support



Our curriculum

MODULE 1
HTML & CSS

MODULES 2-4
JavaScript

INTRODUCTION
Git & The Terminal

MODULE 5
React

MODULE 7
Databases

MODULE 8
Real Life Project

MODULE 6
Node

MODULE 9
Soft Skills



Results132
accepted
students

41
graduates 
until now

39
female

students

19
jobs in

technology

31
found

opportunities

100+
volunteers in

MigraCode



Dedicated, motivated
and ready to work!

Our
students



What are our grads doing?

SHAHEEN
AKOND

Software Engineer

ANANDAMAYA
ARNÓ

Software Engineer

RAHAF
BAYAZI

Workforce Manager



There are two ways to get involved as an official
CSR Partner of MigraCode: by hiring students,
and/or by financing our courses. 

We have various guides with more information, but
in case you want to collaborate, reach out directly
to our CSR Manager.

It is becoming significantly important to not just
think about company profits, but also about
how a company can make a positive social
impact in society.

By being a socially responsible company,
many benefits arise. This is also understood as
Shared Value: gaining competitive advantage
while strengthening vulnerable communities.



Our
partners
Collaborations with NGOs and
the private/corporate sector 



TECHNICAL
VOLUNTEER

LEGAL
VOLUNTEER

EMPLOYABILITY
VOLUNTEER

PSYCHOLOGY
VOLUNTEER



GRACIAS!
Find us online

barcelona@migracode.org

EMAIL

www.migracode.openculturalcenter.org

WEBSITE


